
Update on Contract Negotiations 

 

HUCTW leaders have been in negotiations since May 2022 and we want to update you on 
what’s been happening at the negotiating table lately. 
 
We meet every week with Harvard administrators and discussions have been progressing at a 
steady pace, however we anticipate challenges ahead, particularly in 
the area of pay increases as inflation continues to stay high. Our 
Union will need strong, broad-based, visible support from our 
members to help push through those challenges. 
 
We’ll be inviting you to take part in some visibility activities to 
support contract negotiations around campus soon, but in the 
meantime one easy way that you can show your support for HUCTW 
negotiations is by putting up HUCTW posters and Zoom 
backgrounds in your workspace; download them here: 
https://huctw.org/visibility. 
 
Even something as simple as changing your name on Zoom to show your HUCTW affiliation 
(Maria Lopez, HUCTW Member) is an easy way to show support. It is important that Harvard 
knows HUCTW members stand behind our push for a fair contract—with meaningful raises 
that keep us ahead of inflation. 
 
Our 2022 negotiations are focused primarily on three subject areas: (1) salary increases, (2) 
remote work and flexibility, and (3) reduced staffing and extra work, and HUCTW leaders have 
made comprehensive presentations to Harvard about HUCTW concerns and goals in each of 
these subject areas. In this letter, we have included excerpts and slides from each of these 
HUCTW negotiations presentations to Harvard. Most of the content for these presentations 
was drawn from the HUCTW pre-negotiations survey, which over 2,800 members took part in. 
Survey responses provided a wealth of compelling data and stories from members over the last 
year that have proved invaluable for making our case to the University for a strong contract. 
1.  
 HUCTW Presentation to Harvard: Member Finances & Pay 

 

One of the most important presentations HUCTW leaders made to Harvard administrators in this year’s 
negotiations was on the impact of inflation (recorded at about 7% for the Boston area in the latest 
August reading) on HUCTW members over this last year, using survey data to demonstrate why 
substantial and timely financial relief for members is so critical. 
 
In the survey, we asked members to tell us about their household cost increases over the last year. The 
following chart, shared with University leaders, shows the percentage of HUCTW survey respondents 
who reported that their costs increased in a given household cost category. For example, almost 100% 
of respondents indicated that their food and gasoline expenses had increased for their households over 
the last year, with many indicating that these costs increased “significantly.” Unlike previous years 
where members indicated that some costs increased and others did not, this year, members indicated 
that their costs rose in almost every household cost category. 



 

As we shared with Harvard in our presentation, many members who took the survey indicated that, due 
to sustained high inflation, their standard of living has been substantially eroded. A significant number 
of respondents said they had gone from feeling relatively financial stable in 2020 to financially 
precarious in 2021. Many members indicated that they have been forced to make considerable cutbacks 
and difficult choices in their daily lives to accommodate the higher prices, even with regards to 
necessities – including putting off repairs to homes and vehicles, drawing on retirement contributions to 
pay bills, and going further into debt to ensure that their immediate basic needs are met, as 
demonstrated in the many quotes from the HUCTW survey that we shared with Harvard leaders: 
 

 
 



As housing is a major cost that affects almost every member and survey data indicated that the majority 
of HUCTW members rent their homes, we put a particular emphasis on the significant rent increases 
many of those living in the Boston-area experienced throughout 2021 in our presentation to Harvard. 
 
According to a report published by the rental listing website Zumper, although rental housing costs in 
Boston stayed relatively level in 2020, the median rent for a 1-bedroom ($2,510 a month) and 2-
bedroom apartments ($3,000 a month) each increased by 15% between April 2021 and April 2022. 
 
Our Union presentation to the University analyzed rent as a portion of income, examining Boston-area 
rent prices in the context of the average HUCTW member’s annual salary (about $65,000). A member 
earning this salary takes home about $4,996 per month before taxes and deductions, which means the 
average price of a one-bedroom apartment in the Boston-area would consume about 40% – 50% of 
this member’s income. 
  
The US Department of Housing and Urban Development and the US Census Bureau define a 
household as “cost burdened” if they are spending more than 30% of their income on rent & utilities 
combined. The following chart lists the average cost of a one-bedroom apartment in the four most 
common Massachusetts cities and towns that HUCTW members live in. In all of them, the average 
member is paying 40% - 50% of their salary towards rent for a one-bedroom apartment. 
 

 
In our presentation to Harvard, we shared survey data that indicates that many members are very 
concerned about debt—particularly student loan debt. Members who are already feeling squeezed by 
high housing, food, gas, and other costs expressed concern about their large student loan payments 
being added to the cost burden once the federal loan repayment freeze ends. And many of those with 
private student loans indicated that they are already struggling to manage payments, as their loan 
repayment pause ended many months ago. 

Housing as a Portion of Income
• According to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, a household is “cost burdened” if it 

spends over 30% of its income on housing costs, including rent and utilities combined.

• The average HUCTW member earns: $64,551 ($4,966 per month before taxes and deductions).

• Currently, the average (and the median) one-bedroom apartment the Boston-metro area costs 
approximately 40% - 50% of the average HUCTW member’s monthly income (not including any utility costs).



  

  
Union leaders concluded this presentation by talking about HUCTW member goals around the pay 
program: 

• We need a pay program that responds to price inflation thoroughly, providing financial stability 
and building a sustainable middle-class standard of living in one of the most expensive regions in 
the country. 

• We need a pay program that honors our hard work over the last two years, when we worked 
innovatively to tackle the challenges of the pandemic with fewer staff and fewer resources. 



• We need a pay program that meets our needs so we can retain and recruit talented, productive 
employees who feel financially secure and supported. 
 

 HUCTW Presentation to Harvard: Remote Work & Flexibility 
 
In our presentation to University leaders about workplace flexibility, Union negotiators made it clear 
that remote work and flexible hours are more important than they’ve ever been to members. As our 
survey results showed, 73% of respondents indicated that remote work was “essential” or “very 
important” to them. 
 

 

 

HUCTW negotiators also emphasized that since every member has a different combination of work 
responsibilities and personal needs, flexibility and remote work policies should not be “one size fits all.” 
Although the Harvard-HUCTW contract already contains strong language on flexibility and remote work 
options, it is clear that the language is being applied in a wide range of ways depending on the 
department. Many members have had success negotiating remote work arrangements they are happy 
with, but many others are facing pushback from their departments or supervisors. 



 
 
We emphasized to University leaders that many of those who said their remote work/flex work schedule 
requests were restricted or turned down altogether indicated that they were considering looking for 
other jobs as a result. For example, 64% of those who said their remote work requests were denied 
indicated that they were contemplating or had started looking for work outside their department or 
Harvard. 

 

  



 

 
 

Union leaders ended this presentation by sharing HUCTW goals around remote work and flexibility, 
including: 

• All members who request remote work schedules or flexible hours should have their requests 
considered based on their particular duties and needs, and not just on broad departmental or 
school policy. Any new flexibility policies we create together need to be “flexible,” and they 
should emphasize a range of accessible and adaptable options for HUCTW members (vs only 
allowing flexibility within narrow constraints). 

• Departments at Harvard should make every effort to accommodate member requests for 
schedule flexibility or remote work, as members who feel supported and respected in their 
work-life balance are more productive and engaged in their work.  

• Our current contract language says that flexible schedule requests cannot be unreasonably 
denied, but we need to come to a fair, shared understanding with University leaders about what 
constitutes a reasonable denial. 

erential  

 HUCTW Presentation to Harvard: Staffing Levels and Extra Work 
 
Over the course of the last two years, HUCTW has seen staffing levels reduced by more than 400 jobs 
due to the early retirement offering (VERIP), the hiring frost/freeze, colleagues leaving for other 
positions, and term jobs ending, among other reasons. Rehiring to fill these positions has been very slow 
and, as a result, many HUCTW members have taken on additional work that was previously done by a 
coworker. 

 



   

 
During HUCTW’s presentation to Harvard administrators, we shared survey data demonstrating 
that almost 60% of survey respondents indicated that they had taken on additional work on top 
of their regular job duties during the pandemic. Yet nearly half of these same members 
indicated that they hadn’t received any additional compensation for the extra work. 
Additionally, almost 50% of respondents who indicated that they worked overtime hours during 
the pandemic indicated that they did not report any of their overtime hours worked (23%) or 
only sometimes reported their overtime worked (25%). 
 

 

 



 
 
When asked why they did not report their overtime worked for pay, many of the affected staff indicated 
that in some form or another they felt pressured by a supervisor or their department to not report the 
time: 

 

 
HUCTW leaders concluded this presentation by discussing our Union’s goals around understaffing and 
extra work including: 

• Union members should be paid for the hours they work 
• Staffing levels should be maintained in such a way that members are able to work in a 

sustainable, realistic, and productive way 



• We need to facilitate conversations between managers and members early on so that when 
members take on extra work, whether during their regular hours or as overtime, members feel 
like they are being recognized appropriately for the work they are taking on. 

 Next Steps 

HUCTW negotiators are in the process of developing or delivering proposals in each of these key areas 
but, as mentioned earlier, we anticipate reaching these important goals will be challenging. We will be 
inviting members to take part in visibility events across campus to show support for negotiating a fair 
contract, including strong raises that allow us to stay ahead of inflation, as well as policies and 
programs that recognize our contributions and support a healthy work-life balance. 
 
As negotiations continue, we are asking you to show support for negotiations by putting up an HUCTW 
Zoom background, poster, or graphic in your virtual and in-person workplaces! Even just changing your 
name on Zoom to include your HUCTW affiliation is an easy way to show your solidarity and support for 
the talks. 
 
You can download Zoom backgrounds, posters, and other HUCTW graphics 
here:  https://huctw.org/visibility. 
 
We’ll be in touch again soon, but please don’t hesitate to reach out to your HUCTW organizer or to our 
general email address huctw.info@huctw.org with any questions or thoughts. 

Thank you,                                                                                                                 
HUCTW Negotiators and Staff 

 


